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Al-Madina Institute is a non-prot, 501(c)(3) educational institution of higher learning founded by a diverse group of American Muslims committed to providing Muslim communi-
ties with opportunities to seek sacred knowledge. Since its inception sixteen years ago, Al-Madina has reached students across the world with its seminars, tours, blog, publica-
tions, and multimedia content.

The inerrant Divine Message and Messenger have the power to transform hearts and lives, and as such, it is at the center of our curriculum. Our goal is to transmit Qur’anic truths 
in a consistent, concise and reliable form. We seek to help students articulate these truths clearly, defend them reasonably, and live them out graciously as they experience the 
transforming impact of Islam on their lives.

Al-Madina has conducted over 30 dierent seminars and large venue events across the United States, focusing on a curriculum merging the traditional Islamic sciences with their Al-Madina has conducted over 30 dierent seminars and large venue events across the United States, focusing on a curriculum merging the traditional Islamic sciences with their 
modern, practical application. In the past few years, Al-Madina has launched the Al-Madina Blog, and released several publications, translations, and free ebooks. Al-Madina has 
organized spiritual tours to Islamic historical sites around the world, including Turkey, Morocco, Spain and Saudi Arabia.

Now in its eleventh year, the Pearls of the Qur’an conference is an annual event focusing on selected topics related to the sciences and commentary of the Qur’an, taught by a di-Now in its eleventh year, the Pearls of the Qur’an conference is an annual event focusing on selected topics related to the sciences and commentary of the Qur’an, taught by a di-
verse group of well-renowned scholars. Its goal is to inspire a restoration of the Qur’an within our hearts with a renewed understanding and application in our daily lives.



Al-Madina Institute is excited to invite our community to the upcoming widely anticipated Quran conference of the year, Pearls of the Quran, on September 29th - October 1st 
2023. We are happy to provide sponsorship opportunities inviting you to be a partner in making the most of The Pearls of the Quran conference and simultaneously showcasing 
your organization. For more details regarding this conference, feel free to to visit us online at www.PearlsoftheQuran.com

Please note, there are no onsite table options available.

Benets Silver
$1,000

Gold
$3,000

Platinum
$5,000

Featured Sponsor on Mobile App
Your organization will be featured as a sponsor on the Pearls of the Qur’an mobile app.

Push Notication to all Attendees
We will create Push Notications to our attendees through the mobile app showcasing your organization.

Complimentary Tickets
Three free complimentary tickets will be available to your organization.

Featured Logo & Video at the Conference
Your organization will be featured as a sponsor at the Pearls of the Qur’an conference to over 2,000 attendees.
In addition, we will showcase a 30 second promotional video of your choice throughout the weekend.

On-Stage Acknowledgment
Your organization will receive on-stage recognition as a sponsor of the Pearls of the Quran conference to 
over 2,000 attendees.

Featured Sponsor on Social Media & Email
Your organization will be featured as a sponsor on our social media platforms & email campaigns.
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